Press release

UNAFORTIS becomes official Avaloq Implementation Partner
Zug, 20 June 2016 – Avaloq has awarded UNAFORTIS Implementation Partner status. As a result,
UNAFORTIS rises into the ranks of Switzerland’s leading providers of Avaloq-related services.
UNAFORTIS currently employs 30 Avaloq experts who have successfully completed over 50 projects for
more than 25 clients over the last twelve years.
UNAFORTIS steadily continues its growth trajectory and not only strengthens its presence in the Swiss
market but also increases its activities in the United Kingdom. In addition to Avaloq-related services,
which still represent the core of its offerings, the company also provides complementary services in
testing and business consulting.
As a result, UNAFORTIS has positioned itself as a «Full Service Provider» of Avaloq services on the one
hand and, on the other hand, distinguishes itself with a selected range of offerings in areas such as
digital banking, wealth advisory, asset management, fund administration, custody, regulations,
investment processing, payments and credit operations.
«Our offerings ensure that we are optimally positioned to support to our clients in their digital
transformation and the handling of an increasing amount of regulatory requirements» says André Pierre
Müller, Partner at UNAFORTIS. «Our combination of proven experts and business engineers,
experienced Avaloq experts, IT specialists and test engineers ensures our clients’ success throughout all
project stages and in the integration of complex systems landscapes», adds Roland Roccioletti, Partner
at UNAFORTIS.
«We appreciate the merger of our long-standing partners and deem it as a positive signal to the Avaloq
Community. We win a very strong Implementation Partner who has the expertise, experience and the
critical size required to assume responsibility for entire projects and to conclude them successfully» says
Raphael Landolt, Head of Global Partner Management at Avaloq, about the merger.
UNAFORTIS was created on 1 January 2016 through the merger of beon ag and WeeDoo AG, both of
which were long-standing and well-established companies in the market. With their merger, they turned
UNAFORTIS into one of the leading providers of Avaloq services in Switzerland. UNAFORTIS currently
employs more than 40 consultants, 30 of which are Avaloq-certified experts.
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UNAFORTIS Business Lines Contacts
Avaloq Services:

André Pierre Müller
Partner
+41 78 880 79 80
andre.mueller@unafortis.com

Testing Services:

Olaf Hermann
Partner
+41 76 580 94 94
olaf.hermann@unafortis.com

Business Consulting Services:

Ronald Roccioletti
Partner
+41 76 468 70 02
ronald.roccioletti@unafortis.com

UNAFORTIS Locations

Switzerland (headquarters)
UNAFORTIS AG
Baarerstrasse 94
CH- 6300 Zug
+41 41 541 55 54
unafortis.com
info@unafortis.com

Great Britain
UNAFORTIS (UK) LTD
Palladium House, 1-4 Argyll Street
London, W1F 7LD
Great Britain
unafortis.com
info@unafortis.com
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About Avaloq: Essential for Banking
The Avaloq group is an internationally leading Fintech company. It has a reputation for the highest
standards in engineering excellence, is passionate about innovation and invests more in R&D than any
other provider for the financial industry.
The company’s meticulous and uncompromising attention to detail has enabled it to achieve a unique
100% success rate in its implementation of banking solutions around the world. The entire Avaloq
Banking Suite is consistently designed throughout and delivers unique business benefits to its users as
well as strong technical performance. Avaloq is the only independent provider for the financial industry
to both develop and operate its own software. Business process and IT outsourcing solutions are offered
from Avaloq’s BPO centres in Switzerland, Germany and Singapore.
The company employs more than 2,200 highly qualified banking and IT specialists and has a global
customer base of more than 150 financial institutions in over 20 countries worldwide, including tier one
banks in the most demanding financial centres. Headquartered in Switzerland, Avaloq has branches in
Berlin, Frankfurt, Geneva, Hong Kong, Leipzig, London, Lugano, Luxembourg, Paris, Singapore, Sydney
and Zurich. It has development centres in Zurich, Edinburgh and Manila.
For more information, please visit www.avaloq.com
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